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- To create a digitization workflow laboratory!
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A digital scholarship makeover of Reed’s print thesis collection.
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Most photos in this slideshow are courtesy of Special 
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Thesis Parade, 1986. Students are celebrating in front of the west entrance to the library, with 
loose thesis pages floating in the air.
Thesis delivery, Spring 1963. A group of seniors are delivering their theses to the Registrar's 
Office, Spring 1963. Both staff members are seated in front of typewriters and wearing 
mortarboards.
Library Thesis Tower renovated, 1992. The library thesis tower, shortly after being renovated in 
1992.
Library thesis tower, 1992. The library thesis tower, fall, 1992. There is a student sitting in
a chair, studying on the second level, while another student is on the third level, reshelving
a thesis.
